This paper contains the proofs of the two following theorems: (1) Let {Mx}a<y be a well-ordered decreasing system of submodules of the module M such that M=M0. If M is strongly complete and strongly Hausdorff then inj dim M ^ sup inj dim MjMa+l. Introduction and notation. In this paper we shall prove a theorem which is in some sense dual to the well-known lemma of Auslander [1]. An application of this result is shown.
Introduction and notation. In this paper we shall prove a theorem which is in some sense dual to the well-known lemma of Auslander [1] . An application of this result is shown.
All the modules considered in this paper are left unitary. Inj dim M denotes the injective dimension of the module M and E(M) stands for the injective hull of the module M.
Let {Ma} be a decreasing system of the submodules of M indexed by ordinals less than y. We have a uniform topology on M whose basis of neighborhoods of zero consists of {Ma}a<r Let X be a limit ordinal less than y. M\MX is topologized by a system of neighborhoods of zero consisting of MJMX, a<A.
If M is complete and M\MX is complete for every limit ordinal 2<y, we say that M is strongly complete. If M is Hausdorff and M\M-, is Hausdorff for every limit ordinal X<y, we say that M is strongly Hausdorff. Putting it in a different way M is strongly Hausdorff if and only if n<r<y Ma=0 and Mx=Ç)a<x Ma for every limit ordinal X<y. Let A be a submodule of M. We say that A is strongly closed in M if N is closed in M and N¡NnMx is closed in M\MX for every limit ordinal X<y. Lemma 1. Let N be a strongly complete submodule-in the induced topology-of a strongly Hausdorff module M. Then A is strongly closed in M.
Lemma 2. N is strongly closed in M if and only if MjN is strongly Hausdorff in the induced topology.
Proofs are straightforward.
Proposition.
Let N be a strongly closed submodule of a strongly complete module M. Then M\N is strongly complete and strongly Hausdorff in the induced topology.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that MjN is strongly Hausdorff. We have to prove that M¡NlMx+N¡N~M¡Mx+N is complete for every limit ordinal A<y.
There is an exact sequence 0 -* NjMx n N^MjMx -* M\MX + N -* 0.
M\MX is a strongly complete module and N¡MxnN is strongly closed in MjMx. So it suffices to prove that MjN is complete. Let {mx+N}a<y be a Cauchy Moore-Smith sequence in MjN. We can assume that this sequence is indexed by ordinals less than y. Moreover we can assume that this sequence is a neat Cauchy sequence i.e.
(1) (mß + N) -(mx + N)e Mx + N for every a < y and ß ^ a.
We put x0=m0. Suppose we have constructed a sequence {xx}x<i where xxe M and ô<y such that xß-xx e Mx, <x.^ß<6, and xx+N=mx+N.
We claim that there exists xde M such that the sequence {xx}x<i+1 satisfies the above conditions for a^^<á+l.
We distinguish two cases.
Io. ô-l exists. Then by (1) mi-xs_1=m-\-n where m e Mà_y and ne N. We put xi=mi-n.
xs-xx=(xs-xs_y)+(xs_y-xx) eM, for every a.<ô. So xó is well chosen. 2o. ó is a limit ordinal. M is a strongly complete module so there exists xe M such that x-xa e Mx for <x<<5. x-mx e Mx+N because xa+N= mx+N. By (1), m6-mx e Mx+N. It follows that x-mt e Mx+N. We obtain that x-m6 e Ms+N because MjN is strongly Hausdorff. x-m¡= m+n with m e Mà and ne N. We put xt=x-m. By the inductive argument there exists in M a Cauchy Moore-Smith sequence {xx}x<y such that xa-r-/V=ma-|-7v'for a<y. Let x denote a limit of this sequence. Then x+N is the limit of {mx+N}x<y. the least ordinal with this property, a is not a limit ordinal because M is strongly Hausdorff. We obtain that fx-i(m)jLQ. So f(m)5¿0. We have proved that/is a monomorphism. Our claim is that/is also an epimorphism.
Let {ma+Mt+y}x<y e lJx<y MjMx+1. We put x0=m0. Suppose we have a sequence {xT}r<s where xTeM and 6<y such that xß-xTeMT for r^ß<o andfx(xT)=mx+Mx+1 for afir. We shall find xs e M such that the sequence {xt]t<ö+i satisfies above conditions for r^ß<o+1. There are two cases.
Io. (5-1 exists. The homomorphism fs is an extension of the natural homomorphism Ms-+MjMd+i. So there is me Mô such that f(m)= (mô+Ms+1)-f(xs_y). We put xi=xá_1+m. 2°. ó is a limit ordinal. M is a strongly complete module. So there exists x e M such that x-xr e MT for t<ô\ We put xô=x+m where m is an element of M6 such that/¿(w)=(má+Af¿+1)-fa(x). It is easy to see that in both cases xs is well chosen.
By induction there exists a Cauchy sequence {xT}T<y in M such that fÁx^)-mx-\-Mx+1 for a^T<y. Let x denote a limit of this sequence. Then
for a<y as it is easy to show. So/(x)=(ffîc[-|-MtI+1)a<r
We have proved that M is injective because it is a module isomorphic to the direct product of injectives.
Let now supa<y inj dim MJMX+I=n>0. We put £=rL<y F(MJMX+1).
Let ttx denote a projection of E onto E(MajMx^y). We define E0=E and
Ex=Ex_yC\ker nx__y if a-1 exists, £a=nr<a FT in the opposite case. It is obvious that E is strongly complete and strongly Hausdorff in the topology introduced by Ex, a<y. In the same way as above we define fi.M~->-E= \~[x<y E(MJMX+1) which is a monomorphism. Topology on M coincides with the topology induced by E because Exr\M=Mx. By Lemmas 1 and 2 and the Proposition, EjM is strongly complete and strongly Hausdorff in the induced topology. There is a commutative diagram with exact rows:
All the vertical homomorphisms are monomorphisms. So we obtain an exact sequence of cokernels 0 -> MJMX+1 -EjEx+y ^Ex + M/Ex+y + M -0.
FJEX+1 is injective because EJEX+1~E(MJMX+1)
. We obtain that inj dim Ex+M¡Ex+y-\-M^n-1 for every <x<y. By inductive hypothesis inj dim EjM^n-l. So inj dim M^n because E is injective. Let {Sx}x<y be a set of idempotent minimal ideals of a commutative ring R indexed by ordinals less than y-starting with zero. Proof.
Let M be injective. We claim that Annih S is also injective. It is sufficient to prove that Annih S has no essential extension in M. Let x be an element of M such that ftc Annih S where I is an essential ideal. Then Sx-S2xcSIx=0-the inclusion follows from the fact that every essential ideal contains the socle-so x e Annih S. It follows that M= Annih S®M0 where M0 is injective and Hausdorff. We shall prove that M0 is strongly complete. Let {mx}x<y be a neat Cauchy sequence in M0, i.e. mß-mx e Mx for ß^ot. Let r e S. Then r e TJr<a Sr for some oc<y.
We define f(r)-rmx. It is easy to check that/is a well-defined homomorphism from S into M0. By injectivity of M0,f(r)=rm for every re S and some m e M0. An element m obtained above is a limit of the sequence {mx}x<y. So M0 is complete. The strong completeness of this module is proved similarly.
To finish the proof of the theorem we must show that strong completeness and Hausdorffness of M implies its injectivity. M is obviously strongly Hausdorff. By Theorem 1 it suffices to prove that MxjMx+y is injective. It is easy to show that Mx/Mx+1 is annihilated by a maximal ideal mx such that ma®Sx = R. So MxjMx+y is an injective Rjm^-module-Rjmx is a field.
MjMx+i is also injective as an Ä-module because m, is a direct summand of R.
Remark. Theorem 2 gives us a structure theorem for algebraically compact modules over commutative regular rings with a nonzero socle because in this case notions of algebraic compactness and injectivity coincide. The result obtained in this way is in some sense similar to the Kaplansky structure theorem for algebraically compact groups.
such that Annih J_T¿<0, £¿=0 where to is the first countable ordinal. Then M is injective if and only if there exist finite ordinals j and k such that Annih Uí<ísí^m*-Proof.
Suppose M is injective. Then M is complete and is a union of a countable family of closed subsets M¿, f'<w. M( are complete subsets of M which is Hausdorff. By the Baire theorem one of these subsets has a nonempty interior. So Annih Ui<j Si<^Mk for some y and k. To prove the theorem in the other direction it suffices to remark that our assumption implies that MjMk is discrete because Mk is a direct summand of M. So M is isomorphic to the direct sum of injective modules Mk and M\Mk and therefore is injective. Reference 
